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Licence to kill
Dr Ben Ewald, from the Doctors for the Environment group, has once again voiced concern for residents of the
Central Coast as gases and particles emitted in huge quantities from power stations continues to exacerbate
asthma and other upper respiratory conditions in the population.
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SPEAKING to a broad section of the community at Kariong last Saturday, 13 March, as part of the Future Sooner group’s
community campaign, Doctor Ewald said, “the Environmental Protection Agency in NSW needs to step in to curb these excessive
emissions, which severely affects the ongoing respiratory conditions for the coast, particularly in children.”
 
According to Doctor Ewald and the Future Sooner group, Nitrous oxide is associated with increased risk of death and asthma in
children according to new research looking at child cognitive development.
 
“It is appalling that the private consortium who now owns the power station cannot see the correlation between pollution and
public health,” community campaigner Mike Campbell said.
 
The question has to be asked, “Why should the Vales Point power station, sold by the Liberal Government to this private
consortium in recent years for $1 million, and who in the last year made an $80 million profit, be exempted from current
inadequate pollution limits?”
 
Vales Point power station was given a Federal Government grant recently to upgrade turbines, whereas the grant would have
been better served to clean up their emissions.
 
The licence for Vales Point power station for the emission of Nitrous oxides has to be renewed this year. Under the existing
exemption the power station is allowed to emit about double the amount of Nitrous oxides, in the vicinity of 1500 ppm (parts per
million), while other power stations in NSW can only can emit under the current regulation 800 ppm.
 
“These regulations are massively weak compared to European limits of 150ppm and Japan at 57ppm,” said Doctor Ewald.
 
Future Sooner, having gained a review by the Environmental Protection Agency, hopes for a fair and transparent public hearing
process. The outcome should be that the exemption be cancelled and that Vales Point power station must either upgrade their
technology to comply with NSW regulations for Nitrous oxide emissions or the power station should be closed down by 2025.
 
Future Sooner, working with the NSW Nature Conservation Council, Doctors for the Environment, Environmental Justice lawyers
and Community Environment Network and others will be contacting local communities, P & C’s and community groups to widen
the campaign to put the issue front and centre for legislators both State and Federal.


